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The business case for digital transformation
Simply put, digital transformation means using technology effectively to improve your business performance. These days it’s unavoidable if you
want your organisation to remain relevant and prosper.
What does digital transformation mean in a learning environment though? Generally, old paper-based training content is converted into
electronic and online learning that not only relates to your audience more meaningfully, but is also updated, following the latest trends in the
market.
Let’s look at some benefits for your organisation.

Knowledgeable,
skilled workforce

Future-proof
your business

Engage employees
anytime, anywhere

Attract and retain
the best talent

Increased bottom
line and competitive
advantage

Sadly, many organisations find digital learning transformation to be an ongoing struggle or
gave it a go and it wasn’t effective. Some might not have had the required expertise to
make the change or simply did not have the time to do it meaningfully. iOCO Learning
Solutions can turn these challenges into an opportunity!
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Our answer to digital learning transformation
With the wave of our wands, the iOCO Learning Solutions team transforms old-school training into engaging digital learning solutions that
can be combined with various support tools into a bespoke learning kit for your organisation.

Digital learning solutions
e-Learning
Micro-learning
Responsive learning
Game-based learning
System simulation training
Off-the-shelf content
Articulate Storyline 360 training

Multimedia learning support tools
•
•
•
•
•

PowerPoint presentations
Illustrated and realistic videos
Interactive PDFs and PPTs
Voice-over and audio
Translations
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A bit more about our creative bag of solutions
We have worked our magic for companies across various market sectors by creating tailor-made solutions that fall within three main
categories.

Click on each of the buttons to find out more.
Digital learning solutions

Multimedia learning support tools

Adoption management tools

Multimedia
Digital learning
learning
solutions
support
Adoption
Management
Toolstools
Take adoption
flexible
your learning
and
cost-effective
kit to thetools
next
digital
levellearning
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exciting multimedia
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learning
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management
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their fingertips.
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between
options or opt for ready-to-go courses.
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personalised
relevantour
forcustomised
optimal impact.
1. PowerPoint presentations – brand-compliant presentations with customised graphic elements and diagrams
2. Mailers
Illustrated
e-Learning
and
– highly
realistic
engaging
videos
and– interactive
customsupport
designed
online
learning
illustrated
videos,
using
fromvectors,
anywhere
or realistic videos using stock images
1.
– themed
change
management
mailers
andaccessible
mail
templates
and
Micro-learning
footage
easy-to-digest,
bursts
learning
for users
on the go
2. Digital
banners–and
visual assetsshort
– media
to of
create
employee
awareness
and encourage change adoption
Interactive
Responsive
PDFs
learning
and
–PPTs
cost-effective,
– easy-to-understand
web-based
learning
documents
using
that
Articulate
effectively
Riseorganise
for a seamless
large amounts
transition
of from
information
desktop
3. Videos
– effective
change
management
tools supported
by
visuals
and audio
Voice-over
to mobile learning
and
audio – professionally
recorded voice-overs
learning as well as backtrack music and audio file editing
4. Infographics
– summarised,
visual representation
of data andfor
information
5.
4. Translations
Game-based –learning
content–translated
learning combined
into a wide
with
range
gaming
of languages
elements or gamification for complete user engagement
5. System simulation training – cost-effective system demos or digital guides to aid software training
6. Off-the-shelf content – ready-to-go soft skills, leadership and Microsoft Office courses
7. Articulate Storyline 360 training – interactive and simulated e-learning programme from basic to intermediate level
What’s more, iOCO Learning Solutions can assist with a Learning Management System (LMS) that hosts your online
content to ensure seamless administration and reporting requirements.
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How do we create digital learning magic?
Now that you know a bit more about our solutions, we would like to tell
you about the way we do things.

We may adapt our tried and tested process slightly depending on the type
of project, but we typically start by fully understanding your learning needs
and conducting a thorough analysis of your existing content. We use our
findings to recommend a fit-for-purpose solution to achieve your desired
outcomes.

Once the plan is in place, the magic truly happens! The iOCO Learning
Solutions team of wizards have expertise in instructional design, content
design, graphic and multimedia design, learning design and development, and
copy editing and quality assurance. Like seasoned magicians, we don’t reveal
our secrets, but we can say that by combining our knowledge, skills and
practical expertise, we deliver something exceptional to you within budget
and agreed timelines.
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Why choose us to wow you?
We realise that we’re not the only team throwing our hat in the ring, so why should you consider us as
your go-to digital partner?
Here are a few reasons…
Qualified learning
experts

Lightning-fast
delivery times

Rigorous quality
checks

Personalised and
competitive cost
structure

Creative learning
solutions

What’s more, we strive for genuine client engagement, building relationships and making your needs our priority. We focus on delivering
the best possible solutions that are of excellent quality, while cutting out unnecessary costs.
Our goal is to become a reliable extension of your team as we journey together on the road to your
organisation’s digital learning transformation.
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Contact us now!
iOCO Learning Solutions is waiting in anticipation!
Contact us now for more information, a demonstration
of our work or to get a quote.
Annamarie van der Walt
Digital Content Manager
annamarie.vdwalt@iOCO.tech
ioco.tech/
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